
 

Event Report: Amazon Web Services re:Invent 2018 

News 

On 26 to 30 November, Amazon Web Services (AWS) hosted its annual customer and developer 
conference AWS re:Invent in Las Vegas. Here we analyse the event's leading announcements, themes 
and implications. 

Insight 

▪ With over 50,000 attendees, 100,000 live-stream participants, 180 analysts and more than 140 
new capabilities announced over three days, the event has become a bellwether for the technology 
industry. 

▪ Announcements covered security, the Internet of things (IoT), blockchain, satellite 
communications and robotics. There were also moves in serverless computing, storage and 
database solutions. 

▪ Machine learning took centre stage at the event, as it did in 2017, and continues to be one of AWS' 
main strategic priorities. Major launches focussed on customer challenges of cost, preparing data 
and simplifying developer tools, and represent some of the most important advances we have seen 
in the area in 2018. 

▪ The headline announcement was AWS Outposts, unquestionably the company's biggest stake in 
the ground on hybrid cloud. No longer an "all or nothing" proposition, cloud services are evolving 
to become a more flexible computing fabric for the public cloud, on-premises data centres and the 
network edge. Winners will be those that offer the best service consistency, flexibility and 
economics for customers in this environment. 

▪ Above all, re:Invent showed how AWS continues to push the boundaries of the cloud industry and 
especially its leadership within it. However, AWS must improve its field organization, business 
applications portfolio and establish greater customer trust with retailers and partners in particular, 
as it vies to strengthen its dominance over the next few years. 

Analysis 

CEO Andy Jassy began his marathon three-hour keynote session in punchy fashion, highlighting AWS' 
progress against its main cloud rivals. Having posted annual revenue of $27 billion in its third quarter 
of 2018 and growth of 46 percent year-on-year, AWS' absolute growth is nearly double that of its 
nearest rival, thanks to rising adoption of its cloud services from its millions of customers and partners 
from a broad range industries. At its current growth trajectory, it is entirely feasible that AWS could 
surpass $100 billion of annual recurring revenue within four years, a staggering possibility that shows 
the accelerating pace for the juggernaut. 

Mr Jassy also stated that, at 51 percent, AWS's cloud market share is greater than all its rivals 
combined, including Microsoft, Alibaba, Google and IBM. He did not shy away from taking digs at his 
"old guard" rival Oracle and its chief technology officer Larry Ellison. Amazon is in the highly public 
process of moving away from Oracle databases. In his keynote speech on the second day of the event, 
Werner Vogels, chief technology officer at Amazon, declared that the day when Amazon's consumer 



business turned off its Oracle data warehouse and moved to Amazon Redshift was his happiest day 
this year. 

Competitor jibes aside, the bulk of the keynote presentation addressed several leading themes and 
customer requirements that Mr Jassy cleverly introduced with popular songs, supported by a house 
band led by rock musician Matthew Sweet. They included Queen's "I Want It All", referencing 
developer needs; Elvis Presley's "A Little Less Conversation", highlighting needs for machine learning; 
and The Clash's "Should I Stay or Should I Go?", in response to the concerns enterprises have migrating 
to public cloud services. Along with case studies from Guardian Life Insurance, Formula 1 and an 
appearance from partner VMware, the session helped to showcase AWS' breadth of services and 
ability to deliver the "right tool for the right job". As the company has grown over the past few years, 
it has broadened the tools it supplies to its traditional customers — the "builder" and "tinkerer" class 
of developers — to incorporate requirements from a new breed of enterprise user that values 
simplicity and prescriptive guidance in AWS technology to help them move faster. 

This format also set the context for an onslaught of announcements in the hot areas of artificial 
intelligence and machine learning, hybrid cloud, IoT and blockchain. There were also moves in 
serverless computing, storage and databases. 

Artificial Intelligence and Machine learning 

Machine learning was again the dominant theme at re:Invent 2018, as it was in 2017, and remains one 
of AWS' main strategic priorities. The company's strategy in machine learning and artificial intelligence 
in 2018 has been extremely well received, resulting in growth of 250 percent, more than 10,000 
customers of Amazon SageMaker and the launch of over 200 new features in the past 12 months alone. 

Its strategy spans three domains: 

▪ Frameworks and infrastructure. Designed for machine learning researchers and academics, they 
include infrastructure services such as Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud, field-programmable gate 
array hardware accelerators for machine learning provided through partner Nvidia, and support 
for a wide array of machine learning frameworks such as TensorFlow, MXNet and PyTorch among 
others. 

▪ Machine learning services. These are made for specific developers and data scientists in machine 
learning and include Amazon SageMaker, its fully managed platform to build, train and deploy 
models at scale. 

▪ Artificial intelligence services. Largely targeted at app developers with little, if any, experience 
with machine learning, they include: AWS' suite of off-the-shelf models and developer application 
programming interfaces such as Lex for chatbots; Polly for turning text into speech; Comprehend 
for natural language processing; speech translation and transcription tools; and Rekognition for 
computer image and video capabilities. 

The event's top announcements in machine learning focussed in each of these three areas, and aim to 
address principal customer woes such as cost to train systems, preparing data for machine learning 
and the lack of easy-to-use tools to build machine learning systems. 

Inferentia 

In frameworks and infrastructure, announcements focussed on machine learning inference, which can 
make up 90 percent of the total cost of machine learning projects. One of the most interesting moves 
of the event was Amazon Inferentia, a new high-performance machine learning inference chip that the 
company has custom-designed as a lower-cost and more effective alternative to graphics processing 
units. The launch taps into the investment AWS made in 2015 in chip design firm Annapurna. It reflects 
the current shift toward vertical integration within many artificial intelligence portfolios of cloud 



suppliers, following moves by Google Cloud with its tensor processing units and Microsoft with its 
Project Brainwave initiative in 2018. 

SageMaker 

In machine learning services, Amazon SageMaker, which has now become the company's most 
important machine learning product receiving more than 90 improvements in 2018, received several 
updates. AWS announced SageMaker Neo, designed to enable developers to train a machine learning 
model once and run it anywhere with double the performance; it also reduces the model's size by up 
to a tenth to run on network-edge devices. Ground Truth allows businesses to build training datasets 
more easily by automating labelling through machine learning. The firm also introduced SageMaker 
RL, extending SageMaker to build, train and deploy models using reinforcement learning. It supported 
the launch with a limited preview for developers of AWS DeepRacer, a fully autonomous miniature 
race car driven by reinforcement learning, and the unveiling of the AWS DeepRacer League, the world's 
first global league for autonomous car races, to take place at AWS events in 2018 and 2019. Both 
efforts are fun and clever ways to get developers moving with the technology, as many find the world 
of deep learning mundane and complex. 

AWS Marketplace for Machine Learning 

Another important announcement was AWS Marketplace for Machine Learning. Akin to an app store 
for machine learning, it provides developers with a platform to share and generate revenue from their 
algorithms, and makes it easy for organizations to search a library of paid, free and open-source models 
that can be deployed in SageMaker. With over 150 trained models available already, AWS now 
becomes, along with Algorithmia, one of the few trusted environments enabling the transaction of 
machine learning intellectual property. 

This is an important step in providing seamless commercial distribution of algorithms and an 
impressive move that will bring solid gains to AWS. We have argued that the market needs a trusted 
environment to not only share and collaborate on machine learning, but also to enable private 
transactions, publish quotes and consummate contracts for intellectual property. We believe this type 
of activity and requirement is picking up and expect it will become mainstream with developers over 
the next few years. Currently unavailable in large open-source communities like Google Cloud's Kaggle 
or Microsoft's GitHub, the move gives AWS Marketplace for Machine Learning a unique advantage. As 
Marketplace integrates more deeply with SageMaker in the future, the functionalities it provides for 
sharing, testing, collaboration and transactions will become central parts of the machine learning 
process, but unique in one place to AWS developers. 

Artificial Intelligence Services 

Finally, AWS made several crucial moves in artificial intelligence services. The new Amazon Textract 
capability is a new approach to optical character recognition, promising to extract text and data from 
any type of document. Amazon Comprehend Medical is a packaged solution for the healthcare sector 
that has been pre-trained to obtain health information from medical content such as patient notes, 
clinical trial reports and other electronic health records. AWS also unveiled Amazon Personalize, a real-
time recommendation and personalization service that uses automated machine learning, as well as 
Amazon Forecast, a machine learning-based forecasting service that works with any historical time-
series. 

These are important steps in Amazon's strategy for artificial intelligence services. The company is 
bringing a "one Amazon" experience to machine learning for its customers, taking advantage of its 
internal artificial intelligence capabilities in its e-commerce platform, logistics, warehouses and retail 
businesses. 

This approach is a formidable weapon against competitors Google and Microsoft. Furthermore, as 
customers have struggled to tailor artificial intelligence technology to their specific industries and 



problems, AWS is also rightly expanding into more-applied artificial intelligence, business and 
applications in vertical markets, building on its solutions for cybersecurity and contact centres, for 
example. We expect its recently launched Amazon Comprehend custom entities to act as a springboard 
for deeper push into vertical markets in 2019, including the legal sector with Comprehend, 
manufacturing with potentially predictive maintenance applications, and finance for fraud detection. 
These will help it address the needs of chief information officers and business audiences more 
effectively. 

The Next Stage for AWS in Artificial Intelligence 

Altogether, re:Invent signals Amazon's growing leadership in artificial intelligence, and the 
announcements are some of the most important advances we have seen in machine learning in 2018. 
Artificial intelligence is an arms race at the moment, but Amazon is doing a good job of cutting through 
the hype and enabling developers to get started. At the heart of its success is a relentless focus on 
customer needs, a rapidly expanding suite of relevant services and above all, over 20 years of 
experience of using machine learning in its retail, logistics and fulfilment operations. This manifested 
itself in new artificial intelligence services for enterprises on the one hand, and products such as 
Amazon Alexa, Echo devices and new disruptive services like Amazon Prime Air and Amazon Go on the 
other. 

However, the next stage for the company's machine-learning strategy is helping firms with the 
governance of artificial intelligence and specifically, how SageMaker can incorporate tools to help 
developers detect bias and build systems from the design phase that are explainable, compliant, 
auditable and secure. These important topics received very little attention at re:Invent. This was 
perhaps unsurprising, given the low level of maturity of customers' efforts in artificial intelligence and 
because there are no easy solutions, especially within the deep learning discipline. Much research is 
being carried out and this will ultimately lead to better capabilities. 

However, customers will require more from AWS in trusted artificial intelligence and governance in 
the future, which is arriving quicker than they may think. According to the results from our recent 
survey of IT decision-makers, for example, the ability of intelligent systems to ensure data security and 
privacy is now the single most important consideration for investment in machine learning. It was cited 
by 41 percent of decision-makers — a huge jump over 2017. Additionally, trusting artificial intelligence 
systems is seen to be the most significant barrier to the adoption of machine learning, cited by 43 
percent of decision-makers, while the ability of systems to ensure data integrity, security and 
compliance was cited as the second biggest barrier, by 38 percent of respondents. 

We expect more focus from AWS in this area in 2019. 

Hybrid Cloud, Security and Blockchain 

Outposts 

The event's headline announcement was the launch of AWS Outposts, a fully managed service that 
enables customers to run pre-configured AWS hardware and software on premises. With the same 
AWS-designed hardware as the company uses in its own data centres, AWS Outposts allows 
organizations to run latency-sensitive workloads onsite but have full integration with its services from 
the cloud. Amazon provides the option of using VMware Cloud on AWS or using AWS native software. 
It also announced that Amazon Relational Database Service will run on VMware, providing a managed 
service for on-premises databases. 

Outposts is aimed at scenarios including telecom operators needing computing capabilities near 5G 
base stations, low-latency applications in factories, regulatory scenarios and software suppliers 
wanting to address on-premises uses. AWS also stated that unlike Microsoft's Azure Stack, which is a 
similar product, it will be 100 percent feature-compatible with the AWS cloud at launch, including 



support for services such as Amazon Kubernetes Managed Service, Amazon WorkSpaces and 
SageMaker. 

Outposts is unquestionably AWS' biggest initiative on hybrid services to date and follows a similar 
stream of moves in 2018 from Google and its Kubernetes investments, IBM's IBM Cloud Private and its 
$34 billion acquisition of RedHat, and Microsoft's Azure Stack. The market is still too early to declare 
winners, but AWS needed a much more comprehensive hybrid capability to address the need for 
service flexibility across on-premises data centres and the public cloud. Many firms have just not been 
ready to go "all in" on cloud with a single provider, and AWS needed more options to meet customers 
at the right place on their cloud journey. 

Above all, the arrival of Outposts means that cloud services are no longer an "all or nothing" 
proposition. Over the past few years they have evolved to become a much more flexible computing 
fabric that better addresses customers' needs on the public cloud, on-premises data centres and edge 
computing scenarios. In our view, AWS is banking that the winners in this new hybrid world will be 
those that can offer the greatest service consistency, flexibility and economics. 

Security Hub 

Although AWS' security capabilities were perhaps not elevated as high as those of its competitors in 
their major customer event presentations in 2018, they were highlighted throughout the event. Mr 
Jassy stated AWS has at least 24 native security and compliance features and 117 services with 
encryption, three times the number of its closest rival. 

As part of the company's investment into security in the AWS platform, Amazon announced the public 
beta of AWS Security Hub. This gathers information from AWS and partners' services to provide a 
central management view of security alerts; it runs automated compliance checks, and it organizes 
and prioritizes the findings based on severity and significance. Organizations can define custom views 
to monitor specific risks or concerns. 

Another major security and compliance announcement at re:Invent was the launch of the Custom Key 
Store for AWS Key Management Service, which enables customers to create a dedicated, single-tenant 
store for their encryption keys using AWS CloudHSM. 

Blockchain 

Amazon also made two important announcements that formally marked its entrance into the trusted 
networks and blockchain arenas, markets which continue to struggle with complexity and immaturity. 

The first was Amazon Quantum Ledger Database (QLDB), a fully managed ledger database that uses a 
central trusted authority to provide a transparent, immutable and cryptographically verifiable record 
of changes. This allows customers to ensure they maintain a trusted history of an application's data 
without the need to create a full blockchain network. 

The second was the launch in limited preview of Amazon Managed Blockchain, a fully-managed 
blockchain service that enables the creation of scalable blockchains using the Hyperledger Fabric and 
Ethereum frameworks. If needed, customers can create a replica of their blockchain network activity 
in Amazon QLDB. 

Internet of Things and Edge Computing 

AWS had a broad range of announcements for IoT and related areas. They focused on three main 
areas: getting data from edge devices, building IoT applications and acting on the data collected, and 
buying and selling IoT products and services. 



For getting data from edge devices, the biggest announcement was Amazon TimeStream, which is a 
new database optimized for collecting, storing and processing time-series data, which is commonly 
found in industrial uses including machine telemetry and sensor data. 

Having Amazon TimeStream integrated with other AWS IoT service components will make it easier for 
customers to build more of their IoT system within AWS, without sourcing components externally. The 
second major announcement was that AWS Greengrass now supports SageMaker Neo, so that it can 
accept deployment of machine learning models to edge devices. These span ARM, Intel and Nvidia chip 
architectures, and a variety of frameworks including TensorFlow, MXNet, PyTorch, ONNX and XGBoost. 

In this area it also launched two services for industries with remote operations. AWS GroundStation is 
a fully managed end point for satellite data communications; AWS Snowball Edge Compute Optimized 
is an edge version of AWS' large-scale data appliance, designed to bring high levels of computing power 
and graphics processing unit options to physically harsh environments and offline locations. They will 
be of strong interest to industries such as mining, oil and gas, utilities and agriculture in some areas. 

For building IoT applications and acting on the data, AWS IoT SiteWise is a managed service that runs 
on a gateway device, collecting IoT data and creating process dashboards by drawing from connected 
equipment across a site. Amazon's edge cloud software, AWS Greengrass, received a significant update 
with many new features, the most significant of which was connectors into AWS Kinesis, ServiceNow, 
and some SageMaker services, as well as third-party services such as Twilio and Splunk. This is the start 
of building an ecosystem around AWS Greengrass, something competitors have not done yet. The 
company also unveiled AWS IoT Things Graph, allowing users to connect elements of an IoT system 
logically, using a drag-and-drop interface, to monitor their status and troubleshoot. Finally, AWS IoT 
Events is a service for detecting events in an IoT system such as sensor state changes, and for creating 
actions that follow. Similar to Microsoft Flow, it aims to be easier than building applications.

To help with buying and selling IoT products, AWS announced a partner device catalogue to make it 
easier for users to find devices that are compatible with AWS services. It also unveiled AWS 
RoboMaker, a service to develop, test and deploy intelligent robotics applications. The service is a 
development and simulation environment with the Robot Operating System preinstalled and equipped 
with sample applications and a fleet management capability. Lastly it announced AWS IoT Service 
Delivery Designations — an accreditation scheme for consulting partners — that takes some of the risk 
out of getting help with building an IoT system. 

Assessment and Conclusions 

AWS re:Invent has emerged as a bellwether for the technology industry. With more than 140 new 
capabilities announced over three days, the avalanche of news showed how Amazon continues to push 
the boundaries of the cloud industry and, above all, its leadership within it. 

Reinforcing that at the heart of re:Invent is the shear breadth and scale of its cloud platform, which, 
along with its partner ecosystem, culture and pioneering status with customers, are the main reasons 
why the company's numbers continue to defy gravity. The volume and velocity of new feature releases 
in 2018, upward of 1,800 (up 26 percent over 2017) has meant that few companies are moving faster. 

And what drives this speed is beyond most of its competitors at the moment: a relentless attention to 
customer needs and translating new products into economic benefits for customers. For example, 
AWS claims it translates about $500 million a year in lost revenue toward cost savings for its customers, 
and that customers on average save between 20 percent and 30 percent of their overall IT 
infrastructure spending when using the AWS platform. This approach has proven successful against 
rivals Microsoft, Google, IBM and Alibaba in the high-stakes cloud wars. 

But AWS is not perfect, and flying at this speed has meant that it must overcome some major 
challenges that have emerged as a result of its growth: 



▪ People. It must address how it hires the right people to preserve the culture and grow its field and 
professional services organizations to help more customers migrate to its cloud services. 

▪ Trust. AWS will face a consistent challenge in reassuring customers, particularly retailers and 
logistics firms, that it is a trusted partner, not a competitor. Amazon's view that firms must, above 
all, select a provider and platform that best enables their builders to create competitive advantage 
is an admirable one, but competitors will continue to exploit this issue. 

▪ Partners and expansion. How it manages its thriving and unique ecosystem of partners while 
simultaneously pushing into new markets is another area it must manage carefully. Its partner 
ecosystem is a big form of differentiation for AWS against Microsoft and Google, but it is likely to 
need to expand in markets such as machine learning and cybersecurity, for which its marketplace 
currently lists more than 100 security partners, for example. 

▪ Business applications. Perhaps above all, AWS also lacks a large-scale software-as-a-service 
business, and it must look at how it can be more assertive in the higher-margin business 
applications arena. Assets like WorkSpaces, Alexa for Business, Amazon Connect and Chime are 
foundations, but these products received very little attention at re:Invent, with no major 
announcements. In the long run it will need a much deeper strategy to fill gaps compared with 
Microsoft and Google. Doing so will let it support more businesses processes on its platform, as 
well as create opportunities to disrupt this area. Recent moves by Chime to bring pay-as-you-go 
pricing to cloud consumption of collaboration services is a good example of this disruptive 
potential. Of course, AWS will have to tread carefully as many software-as-a-service providers run 
on AWS, and its partner ecosystem and marketplace are essential to its cloud offerings. 

With operating profit up 77 percent annually and now contributing to more than half of Amazon's total 
profit, AWS is currently on a growth course that could make it a $100 billion annual business in just 
four years: a staggering consideration for a company barely 12 years old. We believe these 
improvements will be critical to this journey in the coming years. 


